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Abstract—We discuss about logic synthesis and formal verifi-
cation of combinational circuits mapped to a given fixed topology.
Here ”fixed topology” means that circuit structures in terms of
net lists except for gate/cell types are fixed in advance. That is,
for logic synthesis, what should be generated are the types of
gates/cells (or simply gates) in the circuits, and all the others
are prefixed before synthesis. As the circuit topology is fixed in
advance, placement and routing could be shared among different
designs and minimum ECO can be realized by keeping the
same layout. Also, we can show that we do not need many test
vectors in order to guarantee 100% correctness of such synthesis.
Small numbers of test vectors, such as only 100 test vectors
for 30 input circuits, are sufficient to test if the circuits behave
correctly for all possible input value combinations. That is, very
efficient formal verification can be realized through simulations
with small numbers of test vectors. We present SAT based
implementation of the synthesis and a test vector generation
method with preliminary but encouraging experimental results.

I. Introduction

Actual circuit performance largely depends on its layout,

i.e., where each gate is placed and how they are intercon-

nected on a chip. If some circuit topology changes due to

some reasons including changes of specification and design

debugging, which are called as logic Engineering Change

Order (ECO), more efforts may have to be spent for the layout

of new designs. The problem is that even if the changes of

performance is within small area or within small numbers

of modules, surrounding modules may have to accommodate

them in order for the entire design to be able to operate

correctly with acceptable performance. It is preferable to keep

the same topology of circuits even after various ECO happens,

if ever possible.

There have been conducted various researches on logic

synthesis for ECO. Recent ones include [1], [2], [3]. All of

them try to minimize the changes in the resulting circuits after

logic ECO. In this paper, we aim to do an extreme, that is,

keeping the topology of the circuits after logic ECO exactly

the same as the one before ECO.

Now we present an example in order to clarify the discus-

sion. Figure 1 shows a typical logic design of full adder by

using two half adders as shown in the figure. If we assume

that the technology library has only various AND-INVERTER

combined cells, the design in Figure 1 can be implemented as

shown in Figure 2, which has nine gates. Now assume that this

circuit has been placed and routed. Then assume that we like

to realize subtraction based on 2’s complement representation

of numbers instead of addition. Instead of synthesizing a new

circuit for the subtraction, we like to generate a circuit which
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Fig. 1. An implementation of full adder
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Fig. 2. Two-input AND-Inverter implementation of full adder

has exactly the same topology of the circuit shown in Figure

2. That is, here the goal is to implement the subtraction on the

circuit shown in Figure 3 where boxes are some types of gates

which are to be determined when some circuits are mapped

on to this circuit. As well known, subtraction based on 2’s

complement representation of numbers can be realized with an

adder by complementing the number which is subtracted from

the other number and assigning 1 to the carry input. The circuit

of this implementation is shown in Figure 4. Please note that

the three gates connected to the input, B, are complemented

with respect to the circuit shown in Figure 2. Also the carry

input, Ci, is assigned 1.

In this paper, we deal with combinational circuits or

bounded time frame expanded sequential circuits. The goal

of the logic synthesis in this paper is the following: Given the

skeleton circuit where the circuit topology is fixed but types of

gates are not fixed, and also given new design/specification,

determines the types of gates in the skeleton circuit so that

the resulting circuit becomes logically equivalent to the given

design/specification. We can use exactly the same placement

and routing on a chip as the topology of the circuit remains the

same, and the performance of the circuit is very predictable.

In this paper, we also discuss about how to formally verify

the circuits mapped to a fixed topology. If there are n inputs

in a given combinational circuit, in order to formally (or

completely) verify the circuit, we need to analyze or simulate

with all possible input value combinations which are 2n cases.

Under fixed topology, however, the numbers of test vectors978-1-4799-6016-3/14/$31.00 c© 2014 IEEE
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Fig. 4. A subtractor implementation

required for ”complete” verification can be very small. Actual

experiments show even for 20-30 input circuits, we need only

one hundred or so test vectors rather than 220 − 230 ones. This

means that if the circuit mapped to a fixed topology behaves

correctly for those hundreds input vectors, mathematically

there is no way for the circuit to behave incorrectly for the

other input vectors. We present a method by which such

complete test vectors can be generated from the given topology

and design/specification.

The proposed logic synthesis and formal verification can

be naturally used for FPGA circuits where only LUT (Look

Up Table) part is reprogrammed for a new circuit with no

changes in routing among LUTs. Under this situation, the

delays of the FPGA circuits basically do not change even after

reprogramming.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the

next section, we discuss illustrative examples for our logic

synthesis as well as formal verification. Then we show the

proposed logic synthesis and formal verification method and

its simplified one followed by their preliminary experimental

results. The last section gives concluding remarks.

II. Illustrative examples

In this paper, we present methods for logic synthesis and

formal verification for circuits mapped to a given fixed topol-

ogy. As shown in the previous section, adders and subtractors

can be mapped onto the same topology. In general sometimes

different designs can be realized on the same topology circuits,

but in many cases, they cannot. When successful, however,

same layout can be used for those designs, and as a result,

their performance is very predictable. Our proposed methods

can quickly determine whether a given design/specification can

be mapped to the given fixed topology or not. Moreover, they

also generate a complete set of test vectors by which logical

correctness of the mapped circuits can be checked assuming

that the connections among gates are guaranteed not to change,
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Fig. 5. Four bit adder based on full adders
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Fig. 6. Four bit subtractor based on four bit adder

i.e., possible logical bugs and manufacturing faults are only

on types of gates. These sets of test vectors are very useful

not only for logical correctness checking but also for testing

manufacturing faults, as every fault inside the gates is covered.

In this section, we continue the discussion on

adders/subtractors in the previous section in order to

illustrate these claims. As discussed above, subtraction with

2’s complement representation can be realized with an adder

by complementing the inputs whose value is subtracted from

the other input value and assigning 1 to the carry input.

This is true for any bit-width subtraction. Figure 5 shows

an implementation of 4 bit adder with full adders and ripple

carry chains. In order to change this circuit to perform

subtraction, i.e., A − B, B input is complemented and the

carry input is given the value 1 as shown in Figure 6.

Here we use the same circuit for all of the four full

adders in the four bit adder, whose AND-INVERTER gate

implementation is shown in Figure 2. The subtractor design

shown in Figure 6 can be implemented by replacing each of

the full adders in Figure 5 with the subtractor shown in Figure

4. Please note that with the use of subtractor shown in Figure

4 in the locations of the full adder in Figure 5, it becomes

the circuits shown in Figure 6. Also, the full adder shown in

Figure 2 and the subtractor in Figure 4 have the same topology

which is shown in Figure 3.

In order to represent all possible designs which can be

mapped to the given circuit topology, we use LUT (Look Up

Table) for each gate in the circuit. As LUT can represent

all logic functions with the set of inputs, by appropriately

programming the set of LUTs, all possible designs with that

topology can be represented. So the problem to be solved is

the following: Given circuit topology, topology, and given

design, design, check if design can be implemented with

topology by appropriately programming LUTs.

Our proposed logic synthesis and formal verification meth-

ods are looking for counter examples which make topology
with LUTs behave differently from design. The counter exam-

ples generated become the set of test vectors for formal verifi-

cation of the implementation on the fixed topology, topology.
This is achieved by repeatedly solving SAT problems whose



solutions are counter examples, i.e, new test vectors, which

cover the uncovered input space by the set of existing test

vectors. If the SAT problem becomes unsatisfiable, there is

no more counter example. That is, it means that the set of

the generated test vectors cover all possible cases and the

given design is correctly and successfully mapped to the given

topology. If there is no restriction in circuit topology, the

number of required test vectors is 2n where n is the number of

input in the design. If we map the design into a fixed topology,

however, the numbers of required test vectors are very small,

for example, we need only hundreds of test vectors for 20-30

input designs. Although there is no theoretical proof for this,

experimentally there have been the case.

Now Let us see how many test vectors we need for the cases

of the four bit adder and the four bit subtractor. Our proposed

methods can determine the number of test vectors to check if

four bit adder can be implemented with the circuit topology

shown in Figure 5 where each full adder block consists of the

circuit topology shown in Figure 3. As there are 9 two-input

AND-INVERTER gates in the full adder, there are totally 36

two-input gates in the circuit topology for four bit adder. We

represent each two-input gatel with a two-input LUT. If we can

find an appropriate logic function for each LUT by which the

entire circuit becomes logically equivalent to four bit adder,

the mapping process is successful. We check this by repeatedly

generating counter examples as test vectors for the equivalence

checking until we cover all primary input space. If we apply

the proposed method to this four bit adder, we need only 19

test vectors in order to ”implicitly” cover all of the primary

input space which are 29 = 512 value combinations as there

are nine primary inputs. On the other hand, if we map the four

bit subtractor to the same circuit topology as four bit adder,

this time we need 22 test vectors to cover all primary input

space. These set of test vectors guarantee the correctness of

mapping completely, that is, simulating with that set of test

vectors is essentially equivalent to formal verification.

Now we show that a slight optimization for the four bit

adder makes the circuit incompatible to four bit subtractor, that

is, the same topology of circuit with this optimization cannot

accommodate both of four bit adder and four bit subtractor. As

we do not need to have carry-in input for the whole four bit

adder, which means the carry-in input always get the value

0, the full adder for the least bit can be simplified to the

one shown in Figure 7. Similar simplification is possible for

the case of four bit subtractor where the full adder for the

least bit can be simplified to the one shown in Figure 8 as it

always get the value 1 for the carry input. By comparing the

two circuits shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, we can easily

conclude that the circuit in Figure 8 can never be realized in

the circuit in Figure 7 only by modifying the types of gates.

Our proposed logic synthesis and formal verification method

can quickly recognize this. Please note that, the mapping with

the other direction is feasible. That is, four bit adder with the

optimization can be mapped to the four bit subtractor with the

optimization.
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Fig. 7. An optimized circuit for the least significant bit of the four bit adder
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Fig. 8. An optimized circuit for the least significant bit of the four bit
subtractor

III. Proposed synthesis and formal verification methods

In our method we first replace all of the gates in the given

circuit topology with LUTs. For easiness of presentation, we

assume all gates are two-input ones in this paper, but it is

clear that the methods discussed can be extended with more

than 2 inputs. As shown in Figure 9, we need four variable,

x,x2, x3, x4, in order to represent the values of four rows in the

truth table. The two inputs, in1, in2 control the multiplexers.

Depending on the values of the inputs, right variable is selected

out of x1, x2, x3, x4 in order to give the right value in the truth

table.

We assume in this paper that the circuit topology is given

in terms of two-input gates. If there are m gates in the given

topology, there are a set of m of x1, x2, x3, x4 variables in

the circuit with LUTs. The goal here is to find appropriate

values for those 4m variables which make the circuit logically

equivalent to the given design or specification. We try to solve

this problem by repeatedly finding a solution candidate for

the programming of LUTs and its counter example, if it is

not actually a real solution. If we reach the situation where

there is no counter example, we can conclude that the current

solution is a real one.

Now let us define the problem formally and present our

proposed method. Let in and x be sets of primary inputs and

variables for LUTs respectively. Also let S peC(in) represent

the correct values of outputs of the given designs/specifications

and Circuit(in, x) represent the values of the outputs of the

fixed topology circuit with LUTs. Then the goal is to find the

appropriate values for x which makes Circuit(in, x) always

equivalent to S peC(in). That is, it is to solve the following

problem:

∃x.∀in.Circuit(in, x) = S peC(in) �

This is a QBF (Quantified Boolean Formula) and its sat-

isfiability problem belongs to P-Space complete. In general

QBF satisfiability can be solved by repeatedly applying SAT
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Fig. 9. Two-input LUT with four variables as values of truth table

solvers, which was first discussed under FPGA synthesis in

[6] and in program synthesis in [7]. The techniques shown

in [8] give a general framework on how to deal with QBF

only with SAT solvers. These ideas have been applied to so

called partial logic synthesis in [10]. Although our formulation

of the problem is the same as the techniques shown in [10],

our application is different in that we introduce LUTs to all

gates rather than some subsets. Moreover, as shown later,

our implementation is purely based on a single SAT solving

with dynamic additions of constraints. That is, starting with a

satisfiable problem, each time we find a test vector, we add

additional constraints dynamically until the overall problem

becomes unsatisfiable.

The basic idea is to eliminate non-solutions incrementally

until there only remain real solutions. Here non-solution means

that under that programming of LUTs the circuit is not

equivalent to specification, and there has been found a counter

example for that non-equivalence. So, the SAT problem to be

solved first is the following:

∃in, x.Circuit(in, x) � S pec(in) �

Let the solutions for � be in1 and x1. Under the programming

corresponding to the value x1, the circuit behaves differently

from the specification with the input value in1. Now we should

look for solutions for programming of LUTs which behave

correctly under input in1. This constraint for programming of

LUTs can be described as follows:

∃x.Circuit(in1, x) = S pec(in1) �

Please note that in1 is a constant value and so the right hand

side of the equation is just constant.

The conjunction of � and � is the next SAT problem to be

solved:

∃in, x.∀in.Circuit(in, x) = S peC(in)

∧Circuit(in1, x) = S pec(in1) �

Let the solutions for � be in2 and x2. Under the pro-

gramming corresponding to the value x2, the circuit behaves

differently from the specification with the input value in2. Now

we should look for solutions for programming of LUTs which

behave correctly under input in1 as well as in2, which can be

obtained by solving the following SAT problem:

∃in, x.Circuit(in, x) = S peC(in)

∧Circuit(in1, x) = S pec(in1)

∧Circuit(in2, x) = S pec(in2) �

We keep doing this until the SAT problem becomes un-

satisfiable. If the number of iterations is p, the set of

in1, in2, ..., inp is a complete set of test vectors by which we

can determine if the circuit is correctly implementing the

new design/specification. This is because of the fact that the

SAT problem is unsatisfiable guarantees there is no more

counter example. That is, if the circuit behaves correctly under

in1, in2, ..., inp, the circuit is guaranteed to behave correctly

under all possible primary input value combinations.

Please note that the SAT problems have more and more

constraints and no constraints deleted in the later iterations.

This means that the learnings/implications learned when solv-

ing the previous SAT problems are guaranteed to be valid

for later SAT problems. That is, all conflicts (or backtracks)

made in the previous SAT solving processes are also to be

made in the later SAT solving processes. So by transferring

learnings/implications to the later SAT solving processes, we

can essentially resume searching for solutions at the location

where the previous SAT solving process has found a solution

instead of starting the SAT solving process from the beginning.

This significantly speeds up the entire SAT solving process.

Assuming that we are using case-splitting based SAT

solvers, which are common nowadays, the discussions can be

summarized as follows:

1) Start the SAT solver with the constraint �
2) Continue case-splitting until a solution is found. If case-

splitting finishes, i.e., case-splitting covers entire search

space, go to 5).

3) Create a new constraint based on the solutions for inputs

and LUT variables, e.g., �
4) Generate a new SAT problem having the new constraint

and go back to 2)

5) The set of solutions obtained is a complete set of

test vectors by which we can make sure if S pec(in)

can be implemented on the topology of Circuit(in1, x).

Therefore, solve the following SAT problem. If that

is unsatisfiable, there is no way to map the new de-

sign/specification to the topology of the original circuit.

If there is a solution, that is a way to map the circuit.

∃x.Circuit(in1, x) = S peC(in1)

∧...∧Circuit(inn, x) = S pec(inn) �

In the step 2) above, we continue or resume the case-

splitting processes instead of restart so that all the previous

reasoning can be skipped. As can be seen from the above, it is

solving an unsatisfiable SAT problem by starting a satisfiable

problem and adding new constraints each time a solution, i.e.,

test vector, is found until the entire formula becomes unsat-

isfiable. Therefore, the complexity of the proposed method is

somehow close to the one for equivalence checking based on

SAT where we have to make sure that there is no counter

example by implicitly enumerating all solution space.

Now we show example traces of our proposed logic syn-

thesis and formal verification method applied to the four

bit adder shown before. The target circuit topology has 9

primary inputs, 5 primary outputs, and 36 two-input gates.

The first SAT problem corresponding to � has 519 clauses.

After 8 conflicts/backtracks, a SAT solver finds a solution.
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Fig. 10. Gate whose input polarities can be changed

This becomes the first test vector. Then add the constraints

having 562 clauses which correspond to � as well as learn-

ings/implications learned through the 8 conflicts/backtracks.

With this new additional constraint, the SAT solver needs

2 more conflicts/backtracks to find the second solution,

which becomes the second test vector. The new constraint

from this second solution as well as newly learned learn-

ings/implications has 1643 clauses. The SAT solver needs 20

additional conflicts/backtracks to find the third solution. This

process continues for 19 iterations in total, and there are 19 test

vector generated. After these, the SAT solver keeps searching

for solutions, but there is no solution and the SAT solver

reports the problem becomes unsatisfiable. The final constraint

has 11,197 clauses and needs 8,014 conflicts/backtracks to

show the unsatisfiability.

In order to process larger circuits, we would like to intro-

duce a simplified model where each gate in the circuit can

modify only its input polarities rather than arbitrary changes

in its logic function when trying to accommodate a new

design/specification.

A. A simplified method: Changes of input polarities in each
gate for new designs/specification

The method disussed so far is a sort of most general

method in the sense that if there is a way to map the given

design/specification to the target topology, it surely finds

one as long as the method can finish its computations. As

can be seen from the experimental results in the following

section, for large circuits, however, this method cannot finish

its computations. In order to deal with larger circuits, there

should be some simplification or restrictions in the selection

of logic functions to be realized with each gate. There are

varieties of ways for such restrictions, and there are obviously

trade-offs in terms of in-feasibility of implementation and how

large circuits can be processed. If we take a look at the adders

discussed above, we can recognize that subtractors can be

implemented on the topology of adders by only changing some

of the input polarity of gates. Therefore, here we propose a

simplified method where only input polarities of gates can be

changed in order to accommodate new designs/specifications.

In the proposed simplified method, instead of using LUT,

each gate is replaced with the circuit shown in Figure 10. In

this circuit, by changing the values of controls for the two

multiplexers, the polarities of inputs can be changed.

IV. Experimental results

The proposed methods have been implemented on top of the

tool ABC [11] including the use of previously learned clauses

in later SAT solving. A given circuit is first transformed into

one only with two-input AND gates which may have inverters

in its inputs and outputs if necessary. This is a sort of AND-

INVERTER Graph (AIG) representation, and each gate has

exactly two inputs. This gives us the topology for the circuit.

Then the problem to be solved here is to check if the given

original circuit which may have arbitrary gates can be mapped

to this circuit topology. As the topology is generated from

the original circuit, obviously this is always the case. In the

experiments, our proposed methods confirm this and during

the processes, they also generate complete sets of test vectors

by which the correctness of mapping can be 100% checked.

The experimental results on ISCAS89 benchmark circuits

are shown in Table I and Table II. Although ISCAS89 circuits

are sequential ones, we only deal with their combinational

parts only. So the numbers of inputs are the sum of primary

inputs and flipflops, and the numbers of outputs are the sum

of primary outputs and flipflops.

Name is the name of an ISCAS89 benchmark circuit, and

PI/PO/FF/AND are the numbers of primary inputs, outputs,

flipflops, and AND gates with possible inverters in their inputs

and outputs. Vars/Clauses/Conflicts are the numbers of SAT

variables, clauses, and conflicts, and Tests is the total number

of test vectors generated using the proposed methods. Time is

the processing time on a server computer having Linux kernel

2.6.32 64-bit, Dual Xeon E5-2690 2.9GHz, 128GB memory.

”>100h” means the computation does not finish in 100 hours

and intermediate results are shown in other columns.

Form the Table I, we can observe the followings for the

LUT based method:

• Circuits having up to around 30 inputs and 300 gates can

be mostly processed whereas any larger circuits mostly

cannot

• The numbers of complete test vectors are around hun-

dreds even for circuits having 50 or more inputs

Form the Table II, we can observe the followings for the

polarity based method:

• All ISCAS89 circuits can be processed

• The numbers of complete test vectors are around hun-

dreds even for the largest circuits having more than ten

thousands gates and one thousand inputs

As polarity based method targets subsets of the LUT-based

method and it is much quicker to process, Table III shows the

results by first applying the polarity method followed by the

LUT based method. First a set of test vectors are generated

with the polarity method and they are used as the initial set

of test vectors for the LUT-based method. As can be seen

from the table, comparing with the cases where the LUT based

method is applied, numbers of test patterns remain similar but

processing time is up to 8 times faster.

The last experiment is to map 12-input logic functions to

a cicuit which is a collection of LUT as show in Figure

11. The goal here is to synthesize the configuration of the

LUTS in the circuit from given specifications. There is a re-

search on enumerating all logic functions appearing in various



TABLE I
Fixed topology mapping with LUT

Fig. 11. Synthesis result targeting Circuit2 for 20 most common logic
functions with 12 inputs [9]

benchmark circuits [9]. The paper shows the most frequently

appearing twenty functions, and appropriate configurations for

all of them have been obtained as shown in Figure 11. This

demostrates the powerfulness and usefulness of the proposed

methods for relatively small circuit synthesis.

V. Concluding remarks

We have presented logic synthesis and formal verification

method with LUT formulation and its simplified method

with only polarity change. Generality of the former has been

demonstrated, although its processing requirements are high

for large circuits. The latter can deal with only a subset of

cases but can work for circuits having ten thousand gates.

We have also shown results on their combined use. As

complete sets of test vectors can be generated, simulation-

TABLE II
Fixed topology mapping with input polarity changes

TABLE III
First apply polarity based method followed by LUT based method

based verification can guarantee 100% correctness.
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